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We prove that for any Lie group there exists a basis of its Lie Algebra in 
which for any representation of the Lie group in a Hilbert space, a vector 
which is analytic for every operator representing that basis is an analytic 
vector for the representation. 
INTRODUCTION 
Separate analyticity plays a fundamental role in the integrability 
problem of a real Lie algebra representation to a representation of the 
corresponding connected and simply connected Lie group [5, 121. 
A question arises: Does separate analyticity imply analyticity for a 
Lie group representation ? In case of representations of solvable Lie 
groups Goodman (c.f. [7]) g ives a positive answer to that question 
in the particular case where the basis of the Lie algebra is a Jordan 
basis. In Part I we show that given a representation of a Lie algebra, 
by skewsymmetric operators in a Hilbert space, separate analyticity 
is an invarient notion under the Lie algebra operation. In part II 
we show that given a Lie group there always exists a basis of its Lie 
algebra in which separate analyticity of a vector in a representation 
of the Lie group in a Hilbert space implies joint analyticity. It will be 
remarked that the mathematical results developed in this article apply 
to physical problems like the determination of analytic vectors of the 
representation of the PoincarC group in quantum field theory, to the 
analogous problems for conformal group, etc. 
CONVENTIONS 
In what follows all Lie groups and Lie algebras are real and finite 
dimensional and all Lie groups representations are supposed strongly 
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continuous. If A is an operator in a Banach space one defines the 
set D,(A) of analytic vectors of A as the set of all vectors y belonging 
to the domain of An for any positive integer n and such that 
x.,“=, tfijn! 11 Atip, I/ < + co for some t > 0. If 7 is a representation 
of a Lie group G in a Banach space K, DJF) is the set of all g, E K 
such that the function g t-+ r(g)p, defined on G is analytic. 
I. STABILITY OF SEPARATE ANALYTICITY UNDER THE 
LIE ALGEBRA ACTION 
PROPOSITION 1. If T is a representation of a Lie algebra g by 
skewsymmetric operators de$ned on an invariant domain D in a Hilbert 
space H and x E g then DJ T(x)) is invariant under the action of T(g). 
Let y E g and denote by X = T(x) and Y = T(y). Now choose 
any 9) E DJX). We have: 
11 X”Ycp 112 = (XPYcp, XPYcp) = (- l)p+l( YX@Yv, p) 
Utilizing the formula 
YX~P = 5 (‘“) Xq(ad(-X)2p-g . Y) 
q=o Q 
and Schwarz inequality we get 
2* 2p 
II X”Yg, II2 < C ( q ) . II ((a42p-q . Y) Ys, II . II Xqv II 
q=o 
(1) 
Now since g is finite dimensional, T is strongly continuous on D. 
Moreover since Cr-s tk/k! (adx)k * y converges, the series 
i. G ((ad 4’ . Y) YP’ 
also converges for any t EC. Therefore there exist constants h > 0 
and C > 0 such that l/(adX)k . Y) Yp, jl < XPk!. On the other hand, 
from the analyticity hypothesis, it follows that there exist two constants 
A’ > 0 and C’ > 0. such that 11 X*? 11 < X’C’q’p!. Without loss of 
generality we can set h = A’ and C = C’; then (1) implies 
/I X”Yg, 112 < A2C2P F (‘“) (2p - q)!q! < AVp(2p + 1)(2p)!. 
q=o q 
5so/13/3-4 
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Utilizing Stirling formula, there exist constants X, > 0 and C, > 0 
such that /j XpYg, )I < h,C,~p! and therefore Yv E D,(X). 
COROLLARY 1. Under the hypothesis of Proposition I, if {x1 ,..., xr) 
is a set of generators of g (generating g by commutators and linear com- 
binations) and A denotes a set of anat$ic vectors for T(x,),..., T(x,) 
separately, then there exists a unique unitary representation of the con- 
nected and simply connected Lie group, the Lie algebra of which is g, 
on the closure of the smallest set A’ containing A and invariant under 
T(g), with its drjterential on A’ being equal to T. 
This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1, and [12, 
Corollary 21. 
II. CHARACTERIZATION OF ANALYTIC VECTORS 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a symmetric operator in a Hilbert space and q~ 
a vector which belongs to the domain of Xk for every positive integer k. 
Suppose that there exist two constants h > 0 and C > 0 such that 
11 x$3 11 < hCll! f or every 1 mz 2”” where m is a positive integer. Then 
q E a(x). 
Any positive integer k may be written in a unique way as 
k = 211 + 212 + ... + 2’~ with 1, > 1, > ... > I, > 0; I,, 1, ,,.., I, 
being positive integers. Therefore, if we denote by &’ = 2b, 
11 xg 11 = (Xk,, Xkp)l!' = I(x2h'v, x2(z,'+...+z,')~)ll/2 
< 11 x2h'p p2 11 x2(G+...+hJg, l/l/2, 
By induction, 
I/ Xkrp 11 <( n 
l&cz<P-1 
11 x2’1z+ Il2-s) 11 x2p-1z~‘~ j/Y 
Therefore 
/I XICP, /I < XC” ( IJ 
IasP-1 
(2qJ!‘-s) (2w,‘)!2*-~ 
The Stirling formula implies the existence of a constant a > 0 such 
that 
(2”1,‘)! < a(2Q1q’)2vz,‘+1’2 exp(-242,‘). 
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Therefore 
11 X”p, I/ < haCk ( n 
l,(P<P-1 
(2qZQf)z~‘+2~*-1 exp(-l,‘)) (2p-1Ep’)z81+2-P exp(-Z1,‘). 
Since Z4 + q < II + 1, we have 11 Xk~ I/ < X~C’k(2K)k+r/~e-k. Utilizing 
again the Stirling formula, we see that there exists a constant A’ > 0 
such that 11 Xleg, jl < X’(2C)“k!. Therefore y is an analytic vector for X. 
THEOREM 1. Let G he a compact Lie group, {x1 ,..., xr} any basis 
of its Lie algebra g, F a representation of G in a Hilbert space H, and T 
the diferential of F. Then DJS) = filGi+ Dw( F(xJ). 
Since F can be transformed to a unitary representation of G in the 
same Hilbert space H by taking an equivalent scalar product [13, 
Prop. 1, p. 421 and since these two (equivalent) representations on H 
have the same set of analytic vectors, we can suppose without loss of 
generality that F is unitary. Denote by Xi = T(xJ and A = CI=, Xt. 
Let 9) be a differentiable vector for .F. We then have 
= 1 {II X&g, /I2 + 2( [Xj , Xi] XjX@, qJ,> 
l<i,j<r 
+ <[Xj 9 Kj 3 &II &% p>>. 
Now define [Xi , Xi] = CL=1 CijX,. . Since we know that 
c [Xi, Xj] xjxi = 4 c [XiXj]2, 
l<i,i<V l<i,j<P 
Now let C = SUP~,~,,< 1 Cij j. We get 
/j .4g, II2 > C I/ XjXg iI2 - 2C2r2 
l<i,jGT 
& II xi9 II II xjp, ‘I 
and therefore since /I Xi? 11 * II Xiq 11 < supk /I X,p, 112: 
II 4 II2 b C II &X,p, II2 - 2C2r4 jj II X,9, /12. 
l<i.j<T k=l 
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For any constant a > 0, we have: 
In particular if a > C2r4 we have ii(a1 - 0)~ /I2 3 &ci,j,<r /I XjXip, 11%. 
By making a dilatation on the basis, we may take a = I. (The above 
calculus is implicitely contained in Nelson’s calculus of analytic 
domination [ll]. We developed it here more explicitely for the 
present situation). 
Since G is compact there exists [9, Chap. XIII, Theorem 1 .I] a 
positive definite invariant bilinear symmetric form on g. Its image 
by T may be written K = 1 lci,j+ kijXiXj (k, = kji). Let b = 
SUP~,~ / k,, I. We have 
II &J II G b c 
l<i,j<P 
II 4-+f II < by (, ;<r I! XGGP l12j1’2 ,< by ll(l- &I~ 
< 3 , 
By Peter-Weyl theorem [4, Theorem 15.1.31 we have Y = BnaJ rU , 
H = GotJ H, where H, is a finite dimensional Hilbert space and Yti 
an irreducible unitary representation of G in H, . If I/J E nL1 OJXJ, 
Theorem 1.1 of [7] im pl ies that z+5 is a differentiable vector for Y. We 
may write # = CoreJ +a , #U E H, . Proposition 11, Section 3, no. 7, 
of [l] implies that to every a: E J one can associate 6, > 0 such that 
W, = -b,k . Therefore 6,/j +!J~ jj < br /I(1 - 0) $a I/. Denote by 
X0 = (1 + (br)-‘)l121. Then (br)-I(1 + 8,) I/ & I/ < C’,=, II XTb2+a Ii. 
Therefore, there exists 0 ,< n, < r such that (~Y(Y+ l))-l( 1 +a,) 11 #a 11 < 
II ~~~*Lx II* 
Denote by h = (br(r + 1)))l and suppose that we have 
(41 + U)” Ii A II G II X$, II (2) 
for some positive integer k. Then we get 
(h(l + %))“ll Ax II ,< <x$k? > x,“,“vw” < II Ax 1/1’21/ X~~, v2. 
Therefore (h(1 + 8,J)2k // & // < Ij Xtf& /I. Consequently, for any 
k = 2”, I E N, relation (2) is satisfied and a fortiori 
Ml + SJ>“” II 9% Ii2 < 2 II XkA l12. (3) 
l&=0 
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We know that 
From (3) and (4) we obtain for k = 2”, 
= /,-27~ (i II X34 A2 + (1 + (br)-I)” Ii * Ii’). 
T&=1 
Therefore our hypothesis on # implies now that there exist two 
constants X :, 0, C > 0 such that 
ll(I - K)“$ (12 < lw4”((2k)!)2. 
By the Stirling formula there exists a constant X, > 0 such that 
lI(I - K)qh /I < X,(2Cyyk!)2. 
On the other hand we know that there exists a basis { yr ,..., yr} in 
which K = ET=“=, T( yi)$ I - E is therefore a positive self-adjoint 
operator and 
ll((I - W2W II < II # Iill * il(I - K)“# 111’2 < (A, 11 * jl)l“y2C)%!. 
Lemma 1 implies that # is an analytic vector for (I - g)lj2 and 
therefore for .Y by [8, Theorem 21. Therefore niGiGr DO,(Xi) C DJY), 
the opposite inclusion being trivial. 
In what follows we shall need the following definition [6]. 
DEFINITION. A Lie algebra g is a uni$cation of two Lie algebras 
cl1 and g2 if gr and g2 are subalgebras of g and g = g1 + g2 as a sum 
of vector spaces. When the vector spaces sum is direct we call it 
unification without intersection. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g. Suppose that g 
is uni$cation of two subalgebras g1 and g2 . Denote by G, and G2 two 
subgroups of G the Lie algebras of which are g1 and g2 . If Jo is a repre- 
sentation of G in a Banach space, ~7~ and Jr2 are the restrictions of Y- onto 
G, and G, respestively, then DJF) = DW(Fl) n DW(F2). 
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There exist two subvector spaces Vi and V, of g such that 
v* c 917 I/‘2 c 92 and g = V, @ V, . Every g E g may be written as 
g = Plk) + Pz(d with p,(g) E Vi and p,(g) E V, . Let us define: 
f&(g) = exphW> exp(pd.d) and fhk) = expMd) exp(pdd). 
Proposition 4.1, Chap. VIII of [9] implies the existence of an open set 
U in g, containing the origin and such that HI and H, are analytic 
diffeomorphisms from zi onto respectively two open sets, r;i, and r/:, 
in G, both containing the identity. Therefore, there exist two open 
sets 0, and 0, in g both containing the origin, such that H = Hcl 0 HI 
is an analytic diffeomorphism from 0, onto 0, . If g E 0, , we define 
L(g) = PlW + P2(&9). Th is is an analytic function the Jacobian of 
which at the origin is equal to one. Therefore, L is an analytic diffeo- 
morphism between two open sets 0,’ and 0,’ containing the origin 
of g. Without loss of generality we may suppose that 0,’ is the 
product Q, x Sz, of two open sets in Y1 and Yz , respectively. For 
g E 02’9 we have g = p, 0 L-W + PAN 0 L-W) = PA9 + Pdg). 
Therefore L-l(g) = PI(g) + p, 0 L-l(g). Then, if we define F(g) = 
H, o L-l(g), we get: 
F(g) = expMg>) ew(P, 0 Wd). (5) 
On the other hand we have H oL-‘(g) = p,(H 0 L-l(g)) ‘i- p,(g), 
and therefore since 
F(g) = Hz 0 H 0 L-‘(g), 
F(g) = f=p(P&>> exdP1 0 H 0 Wk9)- 
(6) 
If v E R(4) n a&,>, we define for g, E Q, and g, E Q, , M(g, , ga) = 
Y(F(g, + gz))p). Theorem 1.1 of [7] implies that M is C” on 0,‘. 
Formulas (5) and (6) imply that: 
M(gl , gz) = F(expkd) Texpb 0 Wgl + gJ>>~ (7) 
and 
M&l , gJ = ~(exp(gJ) ~(exp(A 0 H 0 L-lb, + gJ))p, (8) 
Relation (7) implies that M is analytic in gz when g, is fixed and 
relation (8) implies that M is analytic in g, when g, is fixed. Therefore, 
Theorem 2 of [2] implies that there exists an open set in 0,’ on which 
M is analytic. Consequently there exists an open set in g, on which 
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g + ,F(exp(g))p, is analytic and on which the exponential mapping is 
an analytic diffeomorphism. Therefore 9 is analytic for 7. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be a two dimensionalliegroup, [x1 , x,) a basis 
of its Lie algebra, *I a representation of G in a Banach space, T its 
dzjferential. Then Dw(F) = Dw(T(x,)) n DJT(xJ). 
COROLLARY 3. Let G be a solvable Lie group, (x1 ,..., xr} a Jordan 
basis of its Lie algebra, F a representation of G in a Banach space, T 
its dzfferential. Then Dw(F) = fi,ci+ Du(T(xi)). 
l’his last corollary was proved by Goodman [7, Corollary 3.11 as a 
consequence of a particular case of Theorem 2 when the unification 
is a semidirect product. However, see [7] for a detailed proof. 
~'HEOREM 3. If G is a Lie group, there exists a basis (x1 ,. . ., x,> of 
its Lie algebra g such that given any representation .F of G in a Hilbert 
space, with dt..erential T, we have Dw(-F) = n16i+ Dw( T(x,)). 
Since any representation of the identity component of G can be 
considered as a representation of its universal covering, we can suppose 
that G is connected and simply connected. Lemma 8 of [3] implies 
that g is a unification without intersection of a solvable Lie algebra if 
and a Lie algebra E to which corresponds a connected and simply 
connected Lie subgroup of G which is a direct product of a compact 
group by an abelian group. Theorem 3 is then a consequence of 
Theorems 1 and 2 and Corollary 3. We shall now give a more specific 
result for Lie groups with split semisimple Lie algebra [lo, p. 1071. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G be a Lie group with split semisimple Lie 
algebra g, {x1 ,..., xr} a Cartan- Weyl basis of g (basis obtained from the 
rootspace decomposition), and JF a representation of G in a Banach space 
with dzjferential T. Then Dw(F) = nlciGr Dw(T(xi)). 
The basis determines a Cartan subalgebra 11, a set of nonzero roots d 
and a root space decomposition g = Ij 0 (BaGA gb). Denote by A+ 
the set of positive roots in A obtained by a lexicographic ordering in 
the root space 
g- = c&led 
and A- = A - A+ . Then g+ = Bored+ ga and 
_ ga are nilpotent subalgebras on which the respective 
restrictions of the Cartan-Weyl basis are Jordan bases. 9 @ g+ is then 
a solvable subalgebra of g. 
The desired result then follows as a consequence of Theorem 2 and 
Corollary 3. 
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